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THE TORN LETTER —  COMMENTARY 

 

Intro:  
Thomas Hardy’s “The Torn Letter” is part of Lyrics And Reveries . It is about a torn letter, as the                   
title says, and the narrator’s reaction after tearing it into pieces. What is left unknown, though, is                 

the identity of the sender of the letter– the seeking of this identity, in vain, is what frustrates the                   
narrator the most. That is why I’ll try to see how the poet shows his bittersweet reminiscence of                  
the events.  

Pb: How does the poet show his bittersweet reminiscence of the events?  

 

I The story unfolds and comes to a dead end 

A The voice of the poet comes to the fore 

One can see that there is, or there might be, a unity between the narrator and the poet. Indeed,                   
the sender of the letter remains unknown; you can therefore understand the poem very              
differently. One way of seeing it / is to think of the sender as a fictional woman, a secret admirer                    
of the narrator. But you can also think the sender is a secret admirer of Hardy’s work. The poem                   
then could be Hardy’s take of the events, a non-so-fictional narrative. → So the voice of the                 
narrator might be considered directly as the voice of the poet, not only the narrator, which is                 
emphasized by the poem itself -- the style and the writing.  
→ Here, the poet comes to the fore. There is a very poetic tone and language: for example the                   
metaphore the poem opens with (the ducks and their feathers), and the numerous alliteration (for               
example: seemed / see you l.6, or the alliteration in “t” in the 1rst line as I’ll see later).  

The poet/narrator chooses to relate the story; the narrative unfolds, bit by bit, stanza by stanza,                
and comes to a dead end.  
The form of the poem is a dramatic monologue; the narrator does talk to someone, but he is                  
alone; when someone talks to him in the 2nd stanza, it’s not live, he relates it. Theater-like.  
 

B  A well-structured poem  
The poem is well-structured: the narrative unfolds fluidly. It begins with violence, the short              
phonemes + alliteration with “t” sound l.1: “I tore your letter into pieces”, as if he indeed tore the                   
letter or even punched the sender. Then “his regretful sadness [...] deepened into real madness”,               
while the poem and the phonemes also deepen. (“deepened into real remorse) 
Plus,  
- the stanzas are numbered 
- each stanza comes with enjambments and ends with a full stop: each stanza is a full sentence on                   
its own, as if they formed episodes.  
→ it’s novel-like, almost with chapters, reinforces the narrative aspect.  
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II The curse of Time 

A The narrator is the laughing stock of time 
 
The narrator is the laughing stock of time → cruelty, melancholy 
- twist in the 8th stanza hits even more violently + “revenge” & exclamation mark  
- v firm beat. The beat stays still for all the poem → unending, enduring, long-suffering. 
The narrator is mired in what happened before: he relates it even though, the reader learns at the                  
end, it happened long ago. Plus, his remembrance is fruitless: repetition “for ever/never” in VI. 
There is a wistful longing: “born long ago” in the last stanza, without the exact number of year.                  
How long exactly? We don’t know. → Style effect, it seems like infinity.  
 

B With the cruelty of time comes the narrator’s guilt. 
The narrator is full of remorse. One can see it in the setting of the poem:  
- the moon (“the midnight whitened”, fifth stanza) sustains the bitter remorse of the speaker               
trying to patch up and piece together the letter he tore up in a fit of passion. Plus, the moon is                     
often symbolically associated to time and immortality, because of its “cycles: using it, the narrator               
implies his guilt may be everlasting.  
- moreover, the poem is rather hazy about the setting it takes places in. The only place the reader                   
can identify is the narrator’s bedroom: cf second stanza, “in darkness on my bed alone”. Could                
refer to the gothic movement (1760s-1830s): he’s alone and in the dark, and the secrets of the                 
past haunt him.  
- Finally, in the first stanzas many verbs like “think / see / suffered” are used: the narrator does                   
not act, he endures. There is a lively movement in V. but it reinforces the “real remorse”, hence                  
“alas” right at the beginning of the 6th Stanza.  
 

 
III The unresolved couple; a bittersweet ending 

A The sender stays unknown 
- As I said before, all is hazy, even the nature of the sender of the letter: are they fictional,                    
created for the poem? Or are they a meta-poetic character, someone who really sent a letter to                 
Hardy himself to tell him about his admiration? The reader cannot know it it is a woman/a secret                  
admirer or an admirer of his poetry. Plus, what they wrote in the letter is unknown, as well as                   
what caused the narrator’s letter.  
- The sender is a ghostly figure: the narrator is haunted by the past, both figuratively and for real.                   
The sender appears in a vision but he doesn’t seem to see their appearance, their voice, or any                  
clue about them. Plus, the poem itself, with its rhythm, seems haunted by past (pauses with the                 
punctuation, the distinct stanzas, and the numerous “and”: II, V, VII) 
 

B Meta-literary aspect: The letter as a symbol- both union and division 

In this poem, the letter is a mean for both union and division. Division because it causes the                  
narrator to tear it into strips and never knowing who the sender is, both “in life and death”. But it’s                    
also union: without the letter and the fit of anger it caused, the narrator would never have                 
remember it this long. It creates a continuity between two persons, and within the poem. Hardy                
said that “poetry is the most efficient conveyor of truth”; maybe a poem about a letter is even                  
more efficient. (this last part: cf https://fathom.revues.org/140) 
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